Kirara Fantasia Guide v1.0.5
What is Kirara Fantasia?
Kirara Fantasia is "free-to-play" fantasy role-playing game developed by Drecom and
Meteorise and published by Houbunsha. The game crosses over characters from various
manga series published in Houbunsha's Manga Time Kirara family of magazines.
Source: Wikipedia

Preface
Choose Viewing on the top right if you only want to read the guide. If there are any errors or
suggestions make use of the Suggesting function.
USA, China, Taiwan and Hong Kong are currently blocked. Use a VPN to access the game.
Please contribute to the drop data spreadsheet
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1p84r_kmpmJ2CJ3x9p1rA0n7wZJbptMAamWLBIIJ
NTJk/edit#gid=555379085
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Resources
Official Site
Official Twitter
Android
Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aniplex.kirarafantasia&hl=ja
Apkpure:
https://apkpure.com/%E3%81%8D%E3%82%89%E3%82%89%E3%83%95%E3%82%A1%
E3%83%B3%E3%82%BF%E3%82%B8%E3%82%A2/com.aniplex.kirarafantasia
QooApp:
https://apps.qoo-app.com/app/5477
iOS
App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/JP/app/id1226256105?mt=8
Wiki (jp)
https://appmedia.jp/kirarafantasia (usually the fastest up-to-date)
https://gamewith.jp/kirarafantasia/ (dead)
https://altema.jp/kirarafantasia/
Various Translation
Game stuff
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zi38C1AcJXus5YsMVjG6aD6uYKIYQOjOGkXDpqO4
5ks/edit#heading=h.wpeakgmp21ib
Manga, scanlated by TFOScans
https://imgur.com/a/ZlRG3
Troubleshooting/FAQ
https://pastebin.com/pr7xvdSc
Various
BGM (Normal + christmas)
https://mega.nz/#!21hnibBB!T0X8QCYhDBkhitw7RMbQMV5jYvT9OqnqolB2f0SrgsE
Card art poses (initial gacha)
https://imgur.com/a/vmpbW
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Rerolling
After the initial download you will be able to roll your first summon which you can reset until
you’re satisfied with the result. Prologue translation by anon: https://pastebin.com/Jk38V4dR

Ideally, you want to aim for at least two 5★, preferably two you want the most. The most
comfortable way is doing it with an emulator and running a script (e.g. MEmu’s in-build
Operation Record). If you don’t have a favorite character, you can refer to the reroll rankings
below (Note: the rankings include cards, that aren’t in the tutorial pool):
https://appmedia.jp/kirarafantasia/1019253
https://altema.jp/kirarafantasia/risemararanking
If you’ve rolled an okayish account, but still want to continue rerolling you can save that
account. After finishing the tutorial click on Menu → Settings → Transfer Settings (see Basic
Interface below). Click the top option and type in a password. An ID is then issued. Make a
screenshot of the ID/PW screen. Afterwards clear the app’s data in your phone settings.
If you finished rerolling on an emulator or want to get a saved account back, click Data
Transfer on the title screen. Enter your ID and PW. Important: After you finish rerolling and
cleared the tutorial, bind your account to Google Play or Game Center! (Alternatively issue a
ID+PW described as above and note them down somewhere safe; Pw is valid for half a
year)
If you want to completely delete account for whatever
reason, click Delete user data, hold the red button (see
image) and confirm. Note: You won’t be able to restore
your deleted account, so think twice.
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Basic Interface
Title Screen

Home Screen
 This is also a button! Click here to finish the “Tap character in town 2 times” d
 aily quest.
  More details below
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Menu

Party Menu

Party

Click the + symbol to equip weapons. You can set up to ten different parties. You are limited
by the total cost of your party.
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Support

You can set up one character per series as support for your friends. Remember to equip
weapons.

Upgrade

Level up your Kiraras. Using seed of the same element gives a 20% bonus in Exp. Max
Level increases with limit breaking (+5 per LB) and Evolution (+10).
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Limit Break

Limit break items for 3/4★ can be obtained from 3/4★ dupes from the same class. For 5★
you need either a class crystal from a 5★ dupe OR a series specific star crystal from events.
You can limit break up to 8 times, 4 times at the base form and 4 at the evolved form.
Evolution

There are two ways to evolve a 5★ card: with normal materials from daily dungeons (1.Tab)
or with special material (2.Tab) from events. Evolving also changes the card artwork. 4★
can only be evolved from normal materials. Your card needs to be limit broken at least 4
times before you can evolve it.
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Status Screen

Scroll down for skills. Your skills will level up after you used them a certain number of times.
The max skill level can be raised with LB (+2 per LB) and evolution (+4?).
At the bottom the cards souvenir type (weapon stone, coins, enhancement mats) is shown.
These souvenir types decide what items you get when your Kiraras are in town.
Affinity is shared across cards of the same character. Raising affinity unlocks member
stories and also gives stat boosts.
Shop
For more translation regarding the shop
menu click here.
Regarding weapon mechanics see below.

Room
Room Shop: Buy furniture.
Warehouse: View your stored furniture.
Tenant: Change your tenants and view
their schedule (shown in your
device time JST).
Remove all: Remove all furniture.
For more details see below.
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Mission
For dailies (1.Tab) and weeklies (2.Tab) click here. General missions are in the 3.Tab and
event in the 4.Tab (https://altema.jp/kirarafantasia/missyonn)
Friends
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Library
Contains various information regarding the series and characters. Also functions as archive
for main, event and character stories.
Settings

The topmost Kirara in your tenant list will be shown on your user data card.

If you are unsure what button does what, use the the Google Translate app. Make a
screenshot of what you want to translate, click the camera, then gallery (bottom left) and
choose your screenshot. After the app finished scanning, mark the text you want to translate.
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Battle System
Kirara Fantasia has a turn-based battle system. It has the typical RPG elements like classes,
attributes, status effects etc.
Elements
Fire (炎)
Wind (風)
Earth (土)

Water (水)
Moon (月)
Sun (陽)

The typical RPG element wheel also applies for KiraFan. For higher difficulty quest it is
advised to bring a team with the elemental advantage.

Classes
Symbol

Name (jp)

せんし

まほうつかい

そうりょ

ナイト

アルケミスト

Name (en)

Warrior

Traits
- high physical ATK
- mostly single target skills
- excellent choice for boss fights
- pair it with a mage

Mage

- high MAT
- mostly AoE skills
- good for waves with 2 or 3 enemies
- low HP

Cleric

- the only class with heal skills
- useful for high difficulty quests
- one healer is enough per party
- (no revive or clear so far?)

Knight

- high HP and DEF/ MDF
- good for long quest and paired with a
healer/mage
- low ATK/MAT

Alchemist

- Buffer and debuffer
- good when paired with warrior and/or
mage
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Status effects

Timid

Confusion

Silence

Next received hit
will be a critical hit

Random actions

Paralysis

Can’t use a skill

Sleep

Might not perform
an action

Isolation

Can’t perform an
action

Hunger

Can’t switch out

Recovery

Cursed

Damage over
time

HP recover after
next action

Can’t be healed

Stats and element effects

ATK up

MAT up

DEF up

MDF up

SPD up

CRT up

Fire DEF up

Wind DEF up

Earth DEF up

Water DEF up

Moon DEF up

Sun DEF up

Icons with  have x down effect. Magnitude: 小 = small / 中 = medium / 大 = big
(You can stack buffs (additive).)
Other effects

Immune to
status effects

Weak to
status effects

Strong against
status effects

ATK up next
turn

MAT up next
turn

Damage
Reduction

Higher adv.
attribute
damage

Increased
trump chain
effect

Taunt: More
likely to be
targeted

Less likely to
be targeted

CRT up next
turn
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Battle Menu

Set the first three on, the last off.
Skills
Every card has two class skills and one Ace skill (とっておき). An additional skill can be
gained by equipping a weapon with a weapon skill. Skills are leveled by repeated use while
the skill level cap is raised by limit breaking/evolution. Class and weapon skills are simply
used by clicking them, whereas the ace skill needs to be charged. The gauge can be
charged by attacking, using skills etc. Stunning an enemy approximately fills one charge.
The stun gauge is shown beneath the HP bar which is charged by attacking.The number of
colored stars indicated how many ace skills you can chain. The longer the chain the better
the effect so choose the order accordingly.
Back to top⬆
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Class skills

Weapon skill

Ace skill

Enemies also do have a special skill, the charge points beneath the stun gauge. They can
also stun you the same way you can stun them.
Ace skill chain

To chain ace skills you need more than one ace star and more than one member should
have a rainbow border. In the image above only Yuuko can use the ace skill (=no ace chain).
They need to be next to each other in the timeline for the chain as shown in the image below
which would result in 2-combo chain.

If you turned off the auto-order for ace skill (see battle settings above) you can choose the
order of your ace skills afterwards. However, it is not required to use all of your ace stars
when auto-order is off; you can activate as little or as many ace skills as you have ace stars
for them.
Support

You can switch one of your members with the support member once a battle. If the support
is one of your friends she will stay in battle for 3 turns, otherwise for 1 turn only. She will
function like any other members, e.g. she will also be included in the ace skill chain etc..
Back to top⬆
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Kirara’s Menu
In case you forgot how to access the Kirara Menu: swipe the portrait of your current Kirara to
the right.

During battle you can swap your main members with your sub members. The current turn
member will switch with the selected member. Afterwards the switched out member can’t be
switch in again for 5 turns. You can switch once per turn.
Once per quest you can use one Kirara skill. There are different skills depending on what orb
you currently have equipped.
Kirara’s Skills
Lv1: Medium ATK up for all members
Warrior’s
Orb

Lv2: Big ATK up for one member
Lv3: Guaranteed critical hit for all members
Lv1: Adv. element ATK up for one member

Mage’s
Orb

Lv2: Big MAT up for all members
Lv3: Reset all skills CD for one member
Lv1: Big recovery for one member

Cleric’s
Orb

Lv2: Clear all + immune to status effects for a certain time
Lv3: Small skill CD reduction for all members(?)
Lv1: Medium DEF up for all members

Knight’s
Orb

Lv2: Big DEF/MDF up + Taunt for one member
Lv3: Invincibility for one ally for one turn
Lv1: Medium elemental DEF down

Alchemist’s
Orb

Lv2: SPD down down all enemies + SPD up for one member
Lv3: Delay the charge points of one enemy by 2
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Team Management
Limit breaking and Evolution is covered in the Basic Interface section. You can add up to five
members+weapons per party which is limited by the total cost. There doesn’t seem to be
mono-series bonus (except for the building buff). Depending on how events are going to be,
it might be not a bad idea to focus on building mono-element teams. Evolved 4★ have
comparable stats to unevolved 5★ so they aren’t entirely useless so far. Recommended 4★
by Appmedia and Altema. Use 4★(/3★) to fill missing roles in your team.
Typical compositions:

2 mages + knight/healer for quick clearing of waves with multiple enemies. If
you don’t need sustain you can bring a third mage.

3 warriors + knight/healer for boss stages. Knights with Taunt to pull aggro.
Cleric as sub member to heal your knight. Yuzuko’s ace skill increases ATK.

High defense party for drawn-out battles. Knight pulls aggro while cleric heals
the knight. Tooru’s ace skill also increases DEF.

-This section will be expanded with more difficult game content-
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Weapons

- Weapons can only be equipped by the corresponding class
- Blacksmith menu
- At the moment you can only craft weapons with materials gained from story quests.
Link to Drop tables.
- Equipping a weapon gives various stat bonus and a skill if the weapon has one.
Weapon skill translation.
- Weapons can be enhanced by materials.
-Work in progress-

Village
Click the top left brown button on the Home Screen to get access to the village overview.
The tutorial will show you how to build buildings. The big series specific facilities (called
Franchise Institution) are build on large spaces while the smaller production facilities and
training grounds are raised on the small spaces. The Franchise facilities gives stat boosts to
characters from the corresponding series whereas the training grounds boosts the classes. It
doesn’t matter where the small building is build. Training grounds stat boost translation
You can swap the Franchise Institutions for free, while the small facilities can be stored. You
currently build up to 4 different Franchise Institutions (unlock the fourth by clearing Ch.3).
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Franchise Institutions

Eagle Jump 2
Development Room
(NEW GAME!)

School Living Club
Agency
(Gakkō Gurashi!)

Hidamari Park
(Hidamari Sketch)

Data Processing Manor
(Hinata Household
possession)
(Yuyushiki)

Runrun Station
(A channel)

Golden Embassy
(Kiniro Mosaic)

Comical House
(Stella no Mahō)

Maze House
(Urara Meirochou)

Baby Trap Castle
(Kill Me Baby)
Production Facilities

Materials

Coins

Training grounds

Warrior

Mage

Cleric

Knight

Alchemist
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Building them costs coins while leveling them cost coins and Kirara points (blue K coin).
Kirara points are obtained from quests, at the trade shop for exchange medals and town tap
rewards (which is also one of the daily missions, see below). Tapping your Kiraras also
rewards you with one stamina point and Bond points.

Whether a Kirara is currently in town or not is decided by their schedule (Room → Tenant).
Anything that is not grey means that they will appear in the village during that time.

Yellow: まとめの時間 = Collecting time; お友達施設訪問 = Visiting a friend;
訪問延長 = Extended Visit
Pink: Visiting the production facilities / training grounds
Green: Trip to the trade shop
It is possible to change the schedule by switching members (“room gacha”) until you get a
good schedule (earliest time: 8 am / sleep time 11 pm)
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Building

Upgrade Cost (Upgrade to LvX: Coins/Kirara Points/User Rank)

Franchise Institution

Lv2: 5k / 1k / -

Lv5: 35k / 1.5k / 30

Lv8: ? / ? / ?

Lv3: 10k / 1k / -

Lv6: 50k / 3k / 40

Lv9: ? / ? / ?

LV4: 20k / 1.5k / 20

Lv7: 70k / 3k / 50

Lv10: ? / ? / ?

Lv2: 2k / 750 / -

Lv5: 12k / 1k / ?

Lv8: ? / ? / ?

Lv3: 4k / 750 / 5

Lv6: ? / ? / ?

Lv9: ? / ? / ?

LV4: 8k / 1k / ?

Lv7: ? / ? / ?

Lv10: ? / ? / ?

Lv2: 3k / 750 / -

Lv5: 25k / 1k / 20

Lv8: ? / ? / ?

Lv3: 6k / 750 / 5

Lv6: 50k / 1.5k / 30

Lv9: ? / ? / ?

LV4: 12k / 1k / 10

Lv7: ? / ? / ?

Lv10: ? / ? / ?

Production Facilities

Training Grounds

Button Translation
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Room
The room currently doesn’t have any functions outside aesthetics (except for the schedule
stuff). You can upgrade your room. On the village overview, click the room and then the third
option. Upgrading increases your maximum Kirara points limit and at level 3 a sub room is
added. You can add 5 additional Kiraras to the room but it seems they won’t leave the room
which makes the room upgrades currently entirely useless.
Level

Requirements

Cost

Level 1

-

-

Level 2

User Rank 20

20.000 coins, 2.000 Kirara Pt

Level 3

User Rank 50

50.000 coins, 5.000 Kirara Pt

Quests
Normal Content
- Main Story currently goes up to Chapter 3.
- Daily dungeon rotation and how to remember them:
Monday (月曜日): Moon (月)
Tuesday (火曜日): Fire (火= fire)
Wednesday (水曜日): Water (水)
Thursday (木曜日): Wind (木= tree)
Friday (金曜日): Statues and Coins (金 = gold)
Saturday (土曜日): Earth (土)
Sunday (日曜日): Sun (日 = sun)
- Key Dungeon
You get silver keys by doing weekly quest. At the trade shop you can exchange 3
silver keys for one gold key. Silver keys can be used for any dungeon (except for evo
mats), the gold key is used for the coin dungeon (~500k coins)
Events
Events seems to be the usual grind event mats → exchange for event items. Events also
rewards welfare 4★.
Recommended priority:
- Event card
- LB star crystal
- Class gold statue + Evo mats
- Exchange medal
- Silver keys
- the rest
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Training
Not open at the moment. Facility to raise the level and affinity of your Kiraras. Members
currently in training can’t go on quests

First Steps
After finishing the tutorial, your first battle, you’ll have access to the village. Click the To
village button to trigger the village tutorial. Finish it and built two other Franchise Institutions
(from the same series that you rerolled or use as team) along with the smaller buildings.
Since the content so far is pretty easy, it is recommended to build all 10 production facilities
+ 2 training grounds. Afterwards go to your Room to trigger the room tutorial. Set five tenants
and furnish your room. Check their schedule and remember their time when they are on an
errand. Upgrade your rerolled 5★ with the pre-reg seeds. If you rerolled two 5★ you won’t
be able to equip any weapons or add new members due to the cost limit. Raise your rank by
doing story or event quests to raise your cost limit. Remember to change your battle settings
for efficiency. The priority for your party goes 3rd member > weapons for your main party >
sub members. What weapon you should equip depends on the character. Don’t forget to
level all your Kirara skills.

Appendix
How to make a JP Google Play account:
Why should I do this?
You don’t have to rely on third party sites + it’s the fastest way to update your app.
Redownloading is also easily done. If you play a lot of mobage you should consider making
one.
What do I need?
A new gmail account
Install a VPN app: OpenVPN for Android or OpenVPN Connect
Open VPNGate in your browser.
How-to:
Add your new account to your phone in the settings.
On the VPNGate site, scroll down to see the relay server list. Search for one in Japan, click
‘OpenVPN Config file’ and download the .ovpn file (you might have to try different servers).
Import the profile into your VPN app and connect it. Now you need to clear your Play Store
data first: Settings → Apps → Google Play Store → Clear cache and Clear data. Open the
Play Store, accept terms and switch to the new account.
Search for the app you want to download, click Install and disconnect your VPN. This way
you can download the app faster. Done.
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Updating or reinstalling the app won’t need VPN connection since the app is now in your
library.
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